
	
	

Two Player Strategy Game

Be the player to remove the last coin (token) from the robbers’ swag bags!

1.  Place tokens on all 12 circles.
2.  Decide who goes first.
3.  Each turn, a player may remove as many tokens as he/she wants from one robber’s bag only.
4.  Players take turns removing tokens. The player to remove the final token WINS!

Your Goal: 

To Play:
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Game Rules

1.    One player controls the 6 orange 
tokens and the other player controls 
the 6 green tokens.

2.    Place an orange token over each 
orange inner tube and a green token 
over each green inner tube.

3.    Players alternate turns—decide 
which player will move first.

4.    The first player to get 4 ducks in a 
straight line in any direction—WINS!
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GAME RULES

1. Choose who plays Blue and who plays 
Yellow tokens.

2. Players alternate placing tokens on the 
playing board. Blue  plays first. 

3. The object of Circle-Tac-Toe is to place 
three of your tokens onto common 
spaces on the board. Common 
Spaces mean any:

a. Three of your tokens on the same 
circle,

b. Three of your tokens in the same 
row, or

c. Three of your tokens on the same 
shape (Triangle, Square or Star).

4. First player to place three tokens on 
Common Spaces is THE WINNER!

5. The first player has a natural 
advantage.  Because of this, if the 
game ends in a tie, it is considered 
that THE SECOND PLAYER   
IS THE WINNER.

Blue WINS with three 

tokens on outer circle.

Yellow WINS with three 

tokens in the same row.

Blue WINS with a token on 

each of the three triangles.
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GAME RULES
1. Choose who goes first.
2. Place a penny on the 

“start” position. 
3. First player pushes the 

penny along either line  
to a new number.   
That number becomes  
the score!

4. Next player pushes penny 
to a new number. New 
score is that number plus 
the previous score 
number.

5. Keep playing and adding  
to the score. Player who 
scores 29 or higher is  
the LOSER!
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